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The book is what it says easy solos. I was hoping to use the book to learn actual Kenny G solo's
following along with the actual music. Most songs are transposed either a half-step up or half-step
down, and a couple of songs who knows what they are trying to do. I expected that there would be
actual transcription. In an effort to make his solos easy it made them dumb and un exciting. I would
not recommend purchasing this book I would find something with actual transcriptions.

This is a great book for newly-venturing Kenny G. wannabes. It'll help, however, if you have Kenny's
CDs, at least those covering the tunes you'll find in the Easy Solos book. Of course, you will want to
listen to them -- over and over again -- as you attempt your emulation of the King's intonation and
style.I'm a second-year, late-life beginner on the soprano sax; for me, getting up to speed
sufficiently to try Kenny's stuff has been a bit of a challenge. But it's doable, for anyone! If you're a
serious Kenny G. fan, you'll want to give it a try.

I have always loved Kenny G's Silhouette. When my son in law and I started a free music program
in Washington, DC, I chose to learn how to play the soprano sax not knowing how hard it is to learn

how to play. Note: My son in law is the musician and music teacher, I just wrote the grants. Kenny
G's music is my inspiration. One day I will be able to play the whole book. Finding good music for
the soprano sax can be difficult.

This book is wonderful, it is really easy to read. I bought this for my husband as he takes private
lessions at home. He and his teacher both love it.

I have been listening to Kenny G music for several years, and it is great to finally own a soprano
saxophone and play easy versions of his songs. The book is very nice, and I enjoy playing each
song.

We got this book for my son for Christmas as one of his other gifts was a soprano sax. Nice book
with relatively easy selections to play. Would recommend.

I guess my son was able to read and play the music / notes beautifully so it must be easy...

Nice book, not much to it. You have the music and that is all you were asking for. Not for a beginner
though good to learn from and practice to.
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